NOMINATION BALLOT - CITY COUNCIL APPOINTMENT

Please rank candidates as follows: 1-4 with 1 being the lowest ranking and 4 being highest. The two candidates with the highest total score will be appointed. Please initial or sign your nomination form.

James Armour 11111 (5)

William Boyle 22222 (10)

Kenneth Gibson 44434 (23)

Suzan Turley 33343 (16)

Councilmember

TOTAL
NOMINATION BALLOT- CITY COUNCIL APPOINTMENT

Please rank candidates as follows: 1-4 with 1 being the lowest ranking and 4 being highest. The two candidates with the highest total score will be appointed. Please initial or sign your nomination form.

James Armour    1

William Boyle   2

Kenneth Gibson  4

Suzan Turley    3

Councilmember   RS
NOMINATION BALLOT- CITY COUNCIL APPOINTMENT

Please rank candidates as follows: 1-4 with 1 being the lowest ranking and 4 being highest. The two candidates with the highest total score will be appointed. Please initial or sign your nomination form.

James Armour 1

William Boyle 2

Kenneth Gibson 4

Suzan Turley 3

Councilmember
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Please rank candidates as follows: 1-4 with 1 being the lowest ranking and 4 being highest. The two candidates with the highest total score will be appointed. Please initial or sign your nomination form.
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NOMINATION BALLOT - CITY COUNCIL APPOINTMENT

Please rank candidates as follows: 1-4 with 1 being the lowest ranking and 4 being highest. The two candidates with the highest total score will be appointed. Please initial or sign your nomination form.

James Armour 1

William Boyle 2

Kenneth Gibson 3

Suzan Turley 4

Councilmember NEWHAM
NOMINATION BALLOT- CITY COUNCIL APPOINTMENT

Please rank candidates as follows: 1-4 with 1 being the lowest ranking and 4 being highest. The two candidates with the highest total score will be appointed. Please initial or sign your nomination form.

James Armour   1

William Boyle  2

Kenneth Gibson 4

Suzan Turley   3

Councilmember [Signature]
EXECUTIVE SESSION MINUTES

DATE OF MEETING 4-2-08  LOCATION City Hall
CALLED TO ORDER 6:10 PM  ADJOURNED 7:38 PM

ATTENDANCE
Richard Winn, Jim Gates, Ron Skag,
Sam Locklin, David Newham

MEETING WAS HELD IAW ORS 192.660 (g)(i)

TOPIC OF DISCUSSION
City Manager Evaluation